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Q. And does that mean they were having client
1 interviews?
2 A. Oh, yes, definitely.
3 Q. And what else would they do to determine
4 eligibility?
5 A. Clients would apply, do an interview, they
6 would review information, income, expenses, whatever
7 the determining factors were for, depending what
8 program they applied for, and from there analyze it
9 and determine whether they were eligible or not.
10 Q. Uh-huh. And so, I'm sorry, can you just
11 tell me approximately again what the years were that
12 you were working in that supervisor position at ISD?
13 A. Approximately 1994 to definitely August of
14 2003. I don't know when -- I can't remember the
15 exact start date.
16 Q. And were the people that you were -- how
17 were you supervising your employees? Like what were
18 your interactions with them like?
19 A. I answered questions, I'd monitor their
20 time as far as coming and going, any questions,
21 reviewing cases, make sure it was accurate.
22 Q. Did you do evaluations of their
23 performance?
24 A. Definitely.
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Q. And how did you evaluate their
1 performance?
2 A. Based on the criteria at that time. It's
3 all changed. It changes every year, every two
4 years.
5 Q. And would you, say, sit in on some of
6 their interviews or how did you know how they were
7 performing?
8 A. By reviewing their cases.
9 Q. Okay.
10 A. Determining if they -- review and ensure
11 that they would determine benefits accurately.
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Q. And were the people you were supervising
1 offering voter registration services?
2 A. I don't know. I can't recall.
3 Q. And did you instruct them about voter
4 registration services, anything that they should do
5 with regard to voter registration forms?
6 A. Again, that's a long time ago. I don't
7 recall. It's been way too long ago.
8 Q. And do you remember if anyone told you
9 anything that you should be instructing them
10 about -- did you get instructions about what you
11 should tell your employees about voter registration?
12 A. Do I remember getting instructions on
13 voter registration? I don't recall.
14 Q. And so in your current position, what are
15 your general -- and I'm sorry, once again, you began
16 your current position in August of 2003?
17 A. Yes. That one I know.
18 Q. What are your general responsibilities in
19 this job?
20 A. Overall of the -- I'm responsible for this
21 office in general as far as supplies, the running of
22 the office, things like that. Also in charge of all
23 programs ensuring everything is running at the
24 standards set by the State and the feds. The
25 building, everything.
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Q. And in this position, who do you report
1 to? Like who, you know, gives you instructions
2 about what you have been doing?
3 A. My regional manager is Cindy Salazar.
4 Q. And how long has that person been in that
5 position?
6 A. I don't know exact timeframe. I'm going
7 to estimate three to four years.
8 Q. And who was in that position beforehand?
9 A. Aurora Mendoza.
10 Q. And how long was she your supervisor?
11 A. From when I started in August -- no, no,